
 
No. IIT Mandi (CW)/SE-1434/2023-24/2862-64      Date 09-08-2023 

Corrigendum 

Following modification has been made in the tender for providing and fixing 40 Nos. 
wardrobes in Residential Blocks C1, C2, C3, C4 & C5 at South Campus of IIT 
Mandi published on E-Procurement Portal on 04-08-2023 vide NIT No. IIT Mandi 
(CW)/SE-1434/2023-24/2676-78 dated 03-08-2023. 
   

 
All other conditions will remain same. 
 
 
           Sd/- 
                Superintending Engineer 
                

  

S. 
No. 

Mentioned in the tender document  May be read as  

1 Providing and fixing of wardrobe with Three 
doors arrangement, 600mm deep modular 
type wardrobe in the size   of 1950x1500x600 
mm, including looking glass of 5mm thick on 
door, confirming to IS:14587 MDF with 
shelves making one large size compartment 
for hanging clothes and other compartments 
of standard size (as mentioned in attached 
drawing) The unit having lockable doors made 
of exterior grade MDF board (Action 
tesa/Greeenlam/Century) fitted with snap on 
special hinges (of approved make) with 
mounting plates. All four outer sides 
(including shutter, both outer sides & back 
side) is to be provided with one side 
decorative pre-laminated MDF board and all 
inner sides to be One side Balancing (OSB) 
cabinets, partitions made out of 12mm thick 
prelaminated MDF board (BSB type) on top, 
bottom & partitions. The wardrobe provided 
with150mm SS handles. S.S rod of 20mm 
oval shaped/round shaped. All panels of unit 
are inter connected with rastex, dowel, 
sockets and brackets(of Hettich or equivalent 
make) . All the exposed edges of board 
provided with machine pressed 0.8mm thick 
PVC edge bands glued with hot melt EVA 
glue. Colour of the Decorative laminate and 
other specs not mentioned will be approved as 
per entire satisfaction and direction of 
Engineer-in-charge including carriage of 
material in all leads and lifts. 

Providing and fixing of wardrobe with Three 
doors arrangement, 600mm deep modular 
type wardrobe in the size   of 1950x1500x600 
mm, including looking glass of 5mm thick on 
door, confirming to IS:14587 MDF with 
shelves making one large size compartment 
for hanging clothes and other compartments 
of standard size (as mentioned in attached 
drawing) The unit having lockable doors made 
of exterior grade MDF board of 19mm (Action 
tesa/Greeenlam/Century) fitted with snap on 
special hinges (of approved make) with 
mounting plates. All four outer sides 
(including shutter, both outer sides & back 
side) is to be provided with one side decorative 
pre-laminated MDF board of 19mm and all 
inner sides to be One side Balancing (OSB) 
cabinets, partitions made out of 12mm thick 
prelaminated MDF board (BSB type) on top, 
bottom & partitions. The wardrobe provided 
with150mm SS handles. S.S rod of 20mm 
oval shaped/round shaped. All panels of unit 
are inter connected with rastex, dowel, 
sockets and brackets(of Hettich or equivalent 
make) . All the exposed edges of board 
provided with machine pressed 0.8mm thick 
PVC edge bands glued with hot melt EVA glue. 
Colour of the Decorative laminate and other 
specs not mentioned will be approved as per 
entire satisfaction and direction of Engineer-
in-charge including carriage of material in all 
leads and lifts. 


